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GLADIOLUS SPECIAL

I have probably grown as large a number of hybrid seedling Gladioli as any one ever has, and most of the best strains now show the results of my long and extensive work.

This season I can offer a LIMITED NUMBER of bulbs and bulblets of THREE NEW VARIETIES which have proved to be quite unusual, these have had the unbounded praise of all who have seen them.

DEL ROSA; Giant open flower of a rare combination of salmon-scarlet, wide flat petals, lower ones faintly feathered and dotted pale yellow; height four feet, multiplier; twenty-four flowers to a truss. Bulbs each $3.00, large bulblets which will bloom first season, per dozen, $6.00.

DEL ORO; Large handsome flowers of striking appearance. Main color pure salmon, lower petals feathered primrose-yellow with narrow border of crimson; height three and one half feet, Multiplier. Each, $3.00; large bulblets which bloom first season, per dozen $6.00.

KIVA; Flower very large, rare shade of yellow-pink, one lower petal slightly striped and feathered cherry-crimson with one pure gold stripe. Close set flowers on double truss, twenty-one to a truss, eight to ten open at once. Extremely vigorous, height three and a half feet. Bulbs each, $4.00; six bulblets which will bloom the first season, $4.00.
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